Dr. Mueller wrote the following article in November 1981.
It was published in the Spring1982 issue of The Skeptical Inquirer.

THE SHROUD OF TURIN: A CRITICAL APPRAISAL
by Marvin M. Mueller

1

Public statements about research on the shroud have been replete with
misinformation. Contrary to many claims, human artifice has not been
eliminated as a possible method for forming the shroud image. Artifice, in
fact, is the most tenable explanation.

Science is done for diverse reasons. In common with most other human
enterprises, it is done by individuals having a great variety of motives, and
unalloyed “truth for its own sake” is not always paramount. The main marvel
of modern science is that useful, reliable, predictive knowledge eventually
emerges from a chaos of contradictory opinions. These opinions are held by
researchers who are all too obviously encumbered by common human
frailties, such as fallibility. For this reason, science in its self-correcting aspect
needs, and thrives on, open, uninhibited airing of divergent opinions. Such
will be the spirit of this critique.
Early in the four-century history of modern science, a dominant motive
for doing “natural philosophy” was usually cut from the cloth of “natural
theology”—worshipping the Creator by studying and understanding his
handiwork. Later, and certainly in our time, material utilitarianism has become
the most conspicuous motive for carrying out the difficult, tedious, and costly
experimental procedures required.
In any event, it would be surprising to find in these times a fairly large,
well-funded, well-organized program of experimentation with predominantly
theological motivations. (The Creation Science Research Center in San Diego
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does not have an experimental program.) Yet, for several years now, such an
enterprise has been subjecting a most famous relic, the so-called Shroud of
Turin, to an impressive panoply of scientific tests. I present here the view of
an outside scientist concerning the present status and the implications of this
unusual application of forensic science. I am moved to do this primarily by the
half-truths and even gross distortions concerning the results, and their
implications, that have recently been reported in newspapers, on television,
and in several books.
Early Attitudes of the Present Investigators
My interest in the complex international shroud investigation was
kindled on Good Friday 1978. My local newspaper, the Los Alamos Monitor,
carried a long front-page story about four local scientists who were taking part
in the investigation. Three of the four made scientifically irresponsible
statements concerning the matter. A similar story, citing the preconceptions of
other investigators on the team, was given national distribution by the wire
services. A few quotations by the local scientists before they had seen the
shroud will suffice:
I am forced to conclude that the image was formed by a burst of
radiant energy-light, if you will. I think there is no question about that.
What better way, if you were a deity, of regenerating faith in a
skeptical age, than to leave evidence 2,000 years ago that could be defined
only by the technology available in that skeptical age.
The one possible alternative is that the images were created by a burst
of radiant light, such as Christ might have produced at the moment of
resurrection.
I believe it through the eyes of faith, and as a scientist I have seen
evidence that it could be His [Christ’s] shroud.
The most important thing is that any data we obtain should be
interpreted through the twin communities of the eyes of the Church and of the
scientific community.

In fairness, I hasten to add that these Los Alamos scientists would not
make the same statements today. Nowadays they are considerably more
cautious and guarded. Indeed, the Los Alamos investigators (with one
exception) are now known for being, relatively speaking, the most skeptical of
the whole nationwide STURP (Shroud of Turin Research Project)
organization. (Nevertheless, some of the leaders among the national
membership do still espouse views similar to the early ones I have quoted.) In
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any event, it was public statements like these that motivated me to appoint
myself as devil’s advocate to the shroud investigation.
In October 1978, some thirty American scientists, along with a smaller
number of Europeans, spent five days in Turin, Italy, in an intensive roundthe-clock experimental study of the famous shroud. The Americans brought
with them more than six tons of sophisticated equipment to perform a careful,
prescheduled program of observations and tests. Never in all history has a
religious relic been subjected to such thorough scientific scrutiny.
About a year later, a flood of news releases and television shows
indicated that the shroud’s authenticity was just about established. An
Associated Press report on November 20, 1979, stated: “The scientist who led
the team that investigated the Shroud of Turin last year says evidence so far
indicates that the linen did in fact wrap the crucified body of Jesus Christ.”
The report quoted the scientist: “All of us who were there, at least all of those
I talked to, are convinced that the burden of proof has shifted. The burden is
now on the skeptic… Every one of the scientists I have talked to believes the
cloth is authentic.”
Then, just before Ester in 1981, the ABC-TV network show “20/20”
gave a detailed presentation on the shroud investigation lasting more than
twenty minutes. It left the impression that, in the opinion of the researchers,
the shroud is authentic. One leading STURP scientist on the show said, “The
likelihood of this being a forgery is less than one in ten million, in my
opinion.” And so it has been for more than four years now: the views of
STURP members have nearly completely dominated the media.
The celebrated interpretation that the shroud image is a scorch formed
by a burst of radiation emitted by the corpse obviously requires nothing less
than a miracle. Not only would the source of the radiation be unprecedented,
but the radiation emanating vertically from every element of the body surface
would somehow have to be collimated to project an image and would also
have to fall off to zero intensity at about two inches—properties totally
unknown to science.
Science developed originally as an oasis of rational naturalism in the
vast desert of superstition and supernaturalism that had existed since primitive
times. It became a unique attempt to explain the observed world in its own
terms—that is, without introducing supernatural forces. In all history, science
has never been forced to resort to a supernatural or miraculous hypothesis to
explain a phenomenon. Thus I wondered what unique observations, what total
failure of naturalistic hypotheses, could have driven these men to embrace
such a momentous break with scientific tradition?
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From the 1350s, when the shroud first appeared on the stage of
history—exhibited in a church at Lirey in north-central France—to the present
flurry of scientific activity, this most revered of all relics has played the
central role in controversies of many kinds. The whole story is multifaceted
and fascinating, but it is much too complex to be discussed in detail here. It is,
however, readily available to anyone willing to do some reading. I particularly
recommend the sources cited in [1], [2], and [3]. The Proceedings [1] gives
considerable early scientific details in general and is the best place for details
of the radiation-scorch hypothesis in particular. It also gives the general tone
and motivation of the organizational meeting of STURP held in Albuquerque
in March 1977. The orientation of Ian Wilson’s book [2] is more historical,
but it also gives considerable scientific detail about the radiation-scorch
hypothesis. For excellent color photographs as well as many more-recent
results, see the National Geographic for June 1980 [3]. However, the most
thorough and up-to-date summary of recent experimental results, along with
numerous historical and personal anecdotes, is to be found in the November
1981 Harper’s [4]. This article is lengthy, detailed, and generally factual. It is,
however, frequently slanted in diverse ways in favor of STURP and its views,
so the overall impression it leaves of the present status of the shroud
investigation is misleading.
The Shroud Before 1898
By 1357 the Lirey cloth, proclaimed to be Christ’s burial shroud, was
being exhibited frequently for fees to large crowds of pilgrims from all over,
when a skeptical French bishop named Henri de Poitiers launched an
investigation into its provenance. As reported by Henri’s successor, Bishop
Pierre d’Arcis, the result was that the exhibitions were stopped. But three
decades later they started again, prompting Pierre to write a lengthy letter [2]
to Clement VII, the Avignon Pope, to counter “the contempt brought upon the
Church” and the “danger to souls.” The famous letter—the earliest known
written reference to the shroud—begins (in translation):
The case, Holy Father, stands thus. Some time since in this diocese of
Troyes the Dean of a certain collegiate church, to wit, that of Lirey, falsely
and deceitfully, being consumed with the passion of avarice, and not from
any motive of devotion but only of gain, procured for his church a certain
cloth cunningly painted…

Pierre then describes the image on the cloth, which we today call the
Shroud of Turin, along with the circumstances of the exhibitions, and
continues:
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Eventually, after diligent inquiry and examination, he [Henri de
Poitiers] discovered the fraud and how the said cloth had been cunningly
painted, the truth being attested by the artist who had painted it, to wit, that it
was a work of human skill and not miraculously wrought or bestowed.

Later in his letter Pierre states:
I offer myself here as ready to supply all information sufficient to
remove any doubt concerning the facts alleged.

Clement considered the matter and issued a Bull, which, although
allowing exhibition of the cloth, ordered that it be advertised only as a “copy
or representation.” However, this directive was gradually forgotten, and the
proclaimed shroud came to be the most venerated relic in Christendom. To the
credit of the Church, while it did not discourage popular veneration, it never
took an official stand on the question of authenticity. Within the hierarchy
itself, the earlier skepticism has evolved into the guarded belief of the present
day—after all, the infallibility of bishops has yet to be proclaimed.

Figure 1. The Turin shroud: normal photographic print below and negative print above.

The second important event in shroud history prior to 1898 was its neardestruction in a chapel fire in 1532. While its silver-lined reliquary casket was
burning, it was doused with water. This resulted in burn holes (from drops of
molten silver) and water stains that partially disfigure the body image. The
patched burn holes now appear as rows of triangular spots on both sides of
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center. (See Figure 1.) The relic has reposed in Turin in this condition for four
centuries.
Both ventral and dorsal images of an unclothed, apparently crucified
man appear on the same side of a 14-foot-long piece of herringbone-twill linen
cloth—as if the body had been laid onto one half of the cloth facing up and the
cloth had then been folded over the head to cover the front part of the body.
Needless to say, this is not one of the customary ways of wrapping a body; it
is also contrary to the description given in the Gospels.
There are many other circumstantial arguments against authenticity, but
these cannot be given here; the reader is referred to the writings of Joe Nickell
[5]. One central problem is how fifty square feet of high-grade linen, uniquely
bearing a life-size image sacred to Christendom, could have escaped explicit
historical notice for thirteen centuries.
Post-1898 Investigations
Scientific interest in the Shroud of Turin dates from the first photograph
of it, taken in 1898. To the unaided eye, the image on the shroud appears, at
least in modern times, faint and nebulous. The image is straw-colored and
only slightly darker than the old linen itself. It has the property of appearing to
fade out as one approaches to examine parts of it more closely. Also, it has
little visual impact, being rather tentative and unappealing.
But the first photograph changed all this. The negative (white-on-black)
image showed a distinct figure with Gothic majesty of form and bearing—
definitely more “Christ-like,” in the canonical art sense. (Compare the
negative and positive images displayed side-by-side in Figure I.) The
immediate and obvious question then presented itself: How could an artist,
even an artistic genius, have been prescient enough to have contrived to create
an image whose perfection would not be revealed until more than half a
millennium later? Since no one could give a satisfactory answer, shroud
scholars and clerics naturally postulated a miraculous origin for the image.
And, as naturalistic explanations for the image—the contact-transfer and
vaporgraph hypotheses, for example—were in time shown to be indefensible,
skeptics, for the first time, found themselves in an uncomfortable position.
Growing Awareness of the Shroud Mystery
So it happened that different kinds of people, including a sprinkling of
scientists and pathologists, began to take the problem posed by the shroud
image seriously. Once clear, distinct photographs had become available,
devout pathologists and surgeons like Barbet [6] had a field day showing how
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the image and “bloodflows” agreed in minute detail with the pathology of
crucifixion. Their claim was that no artist, particularly in medieval times,
could have known that much detail about the medical aspects.
The result of this was a slow but steady increase in scholarly interest in
the puzzle of the shroud in the early and middle decades of this century.
Nearly all of the interest, however, was restricted to Roman Catholics.
Ecumenical interest developed only relatively recently.
In 1969, and more seriously in 1973, small groups of Italian scientists
were appointed to make limited tests and observations. (Before word of its
existence was leaked, this official commission had been kept secret for several
years.) The results were mixed: While they established that the image was not
the result of ordinary painting, they also failed to get a positive test for blood
in the “bloodstain” areas. Overall, the tone of the 1976 report [7] of this work
was slightly skeptical. Two of the experts even suggested that the
photographic negativity of the image might be due to some artistic printing
technique using a model or molds.
3-D or not 3-D?
The next big “break” in the shroud conundrum came in 1976. John
Jackson, joined shortly later by Eric Jumper (both then at the Air Force
Weapons Laboratory in Albuquerque, New Mexico), discovered that the
shroud image could be interpreted as containing unique three-dimensional
information about the corpse they assumed it once was wrapped around. This
meant that, allowed their implicit presupposition, they could produce a statue
of the “Man in the Shroud,” as they called it. This unexpected revelation had a
profound impact on the Church hierarchy, as well as on the organizational
meeting of STURP held in Albuquerque in March 1977 [1]. The crucial role
of the necessary presuppositions was poorly understood. It was swept aside in
the nearly unanimous enthusiasm about having made a discovery tantamount
to proof that the shroud image could neither be the work of an artist nor
caused by natural processes. This discovery doubtless played a decisive role in
persuading the hierarchy to allow another, much more thorough round of
scientific tests after the shroud was put on public display in Turin in
September 1978. (Jackson and Jumper, the founders of STURP, were also able
to exert influence through the Holy Shroud Guild, where they sit on the
Executive Council.)
Combined with preliminary observations indicating that the image
characteristics were similar to those of lightly and superficially scorched linen,
the so-called 3-D effect resulted in the hypothesis that the image was caused
by a “short burst of radiant energy,” probably emanating from the body of
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Christ at the moment of resurrection [1], [2]. Judging from published
statements, it appears that nearly all of the new members joining STURP at
this time accepted this hypothesis as the only viable one in the light of the
evidence then available. Predictably, the media eagerly picked up this
hypothesis and, sans caveats, disseminated it here and abroad as a scientific
result. As commonly happens in circumstances suggesting a paranormal
explanation, the old journalistic maxim that extraordinary claims demand
extraordinary proof was conveniently forgotten.
Let’s examine this most extraordinary hypothesis more carefully. More
detail can be found in [1]; the radiation-scorch hypothesis has not been
published in the scientific literature. The arguments given below were
published on December 16, 1979, as part of my critical review in the Los
Alamos Monitor.
First, an outline of the shroud image is carefully traced, full size, onto a
piece of cloth simulating the actual “shroud.” The cloth is then draped over the
reclining figure of a suitable human male volunteer (5' 11", 170 lbs.) so body
parts on the simulated image are in contact with, or vertically over, those of
the volunteer. Then by optical techniques (more difficult than they appear) the
vertical cloth-to-body distances are determined for a two-dimensional array of
image points. Previously the optical density (darkness) of a photograph of the
shroud image had been determined by microdensitometry for a twodimensional array also. Thus image darkness can be correlated with cloth-tobody distance over a two-dimensional field. This correlation turns out to be
only fair exhibiting a lot of data scatter, but it does indicate a roughly
exponential-type fall-off to near-zero image-darkness in a little less than two
inches. Jackson and Jumper then draw a smooth curve (an exponential
function in the early work) through the region of the scattered data points and
call this the “mapping function.”
But they also have to make allowance for the sag and drape of the cloth
by determining, for the same two-dimensional array, the distances of the cloth
above the table top on which the human model reposes. (By simple
subtraction, one also has the shape of the upper surface of the model relative
to the table top.) This done, once they have the image darkness for a specific
point on the shroud image, they can mathematically invert the mapping
function to give the corresponding cloth-to-body distance. From this
procedure along with the drape-shape function, the height above the reference
plane of a point on the presumed human shape under the shroud can be
calculated. By doing this for all the points in the two-dimensional array, they
obtain a three-dimensional image reconstruction that can be either viewed
isometrically on a computer-generated graph or used to manufacture a statue
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of the “Man in the Shroud.” The resultant three-dimensional figure looks
rather human but is somewhat distorted. To make it look better, the
mathematical drape-shape function is iteratively changed—after all, no one
knows how the alleged actual shroud might have been draped in a tomb in
Palestine two millennia ago. Indeed, the mapping function itself is also
modified to give a less-distorted human figure. The final three-dimensional
figure then looks normally human except for one thing: If the face is adjusted
to have normal relief, the body appears to be in bas-relief.
The salient point is that the three-dimensional reconstruction method
depends essentially on circular reasoning, and the question of whether or not
the shroud ever contained a human form is begged. Also, if there were no
measurement errors in determining the cloth-to-body distances, and if there
were no data scatter in the correlation plot of image darkness against distance,
then they would wind up with just a three-dimensional relief of the human
model chosen for the experiment! The irony is that the smoothing process
(replacing a scatter plot with a smooth function) itself produces distortion of
the relief, but it also affords the opportunity for some of the characteristics of
the shroud image to be superimposed on the relief of the human model. Hence
the resultant statue is some blend of the human model and the shroud image—
not, as has repeatedly been asserted, a statue of the “Man in the Shroud.”
What Jackson and Jumper have done is to demonstrate that they can
obtain a fair correlation between the image darkness on the shroud and the
corresponding cloth-to-body distance they obtain when a particular human
model of the proper size is overlaid with a cloth draped in an optimized way.
But, because correlation is not causality, that is all they have done. The fact
that they have reconstructed a statue from the shroud image using the method
above does not imply that the image was formed by projection across the
distance from body to cloth—or by any other method, for that matter. Some
degree of internal consistency in tonal gradations over localized regions of the
shroud image is all that they have established, despite five years of brouhaha
in the press.
By now, and much to their credit, many of the STURP scientists
(including all of the Los Alamos branch) have changed their minds concerning
the implications of the “3-D effect.” They now largely agree with my views
stated above. However, there is an influential faction led by John Jackson that
still espouses either the radiation-scorch hypothesis or a close semantic
relative, despite the compelling evidence that the image is not a radiation
scorch. For one thing, scorches on linen, whether modern ones or relics of the
1532 fire, exhibit strong reddish fluorescence under ultraviolet irradiation, but
the shroud image does not fluoresce at all [8]. For another, STURP, carrying
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out many trials with lasers of diverse wave-lengths and pulse-widths, has not
been able even to come close to duplicating the microscopic shroud-image
characteristics by lightly scorching linen.
For this and the other reasons given above, the supernatural radiationscorch hypothesis should have been laid to rest long before now; but it keeps
reappearing in the media, in books [2], [9], and even in the Harper’s article
[4] in more restrained language. The recent book [9] by Stevenson and
Habermas (reviewed by Schafersman in this issue of Skeptical Inquirer)
reaches the conclusion that the shroud is the burial cloth of Christ largely
through belief in the validity of the radiation-scorch mechanism of image
formation. This despite (or, more likely, aided by) the fact that they fail to
understand the first principles of the logic involved.
One by-product of the three-dimensional work was the “discovery” of
strange, nonspherically shaped eyeballs, which can be made to appear to be
flat objects if the mapping function is altered to reduce the normal facial relief.
Much has been made of the interpretation of these flattened regions as coins
over the eyes—particularly by Father Francis Filas, S.J., of the Holy Shroud
Guild. Filas claims to have dated the shroud to the middle of the first century
by identifying the inscriptions on ancient Roman coins covering the eyes.
Press notices on this subject, as well as a half-hour television show, have
appeared periodically for several years despite the fact that the claim is so
patently absurd that STURP has disclaimed it. The magnified weave patterns
in the image areas function somewhat as a Rorschach test—one sees what one
wants to see.
Could the Image Be a Rubbing?
The discovery in 1898 that a negative photograph of the shroud image
was much more visually appealing than a positive (or the shroud image itself)
became a turning point in the longstanding controversy. Thenceforth, shroud
scholars held that, since it was long before the invention of photography, no
medieval artist would have produced a negative image. Indeed, this, along
with the impressive medical evidence, constituted the main argument against
forgery before the “3-D effect” was discovered in 1976. However, this
situation changed in 1978 when Joe Nickell demonstrated that a rubbing
technique, used since the twelfth century or perhaps much earlier [10],
automatically produces an image that simulates many of the characteristics of
the shroud image, including photographic negativity [5]. If some care is taken
in the procedures, the resultant image is rather faint, shows no brush marks,
has visually proper tonal gradations, and has a depth of color penetration
limited to a few surface fibrils. The technique is to wet-mold a cloth to a bas	
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relief sculpture, let it dry, and then rub on the pigment medium with daubers
of varying size, depending on the contours. Nickell’s early work was done
with myrrh and aloes, but lately he has been using either dry hematite powder
or hematite in a cake matrix.
Nickell’s first rubbing was done using an available bas-relief—a
four-inch oblique (nonfrontal) view of the face of Bing Crosby. STURP
applied its mapping function to a half-tone magazine photograph of this image
and found it wanting. As expected, it exhibits the three-dimensional
information it picked up from the bas-relief, but STURP’s three-dimensional
reconstruction from it is badly distorted in places. Whether or not this is a
proper and significant test is highly debatable, but nevertheless STURP has
made much of this “failure”[4]. It has used this one early result to dismiss
Nickell’s rubbing technique as a method a forger could have used. There is
some question whether this “3-D test” (actually a test for local consistency in
tonal gradations) forms a proper crucial test of a method of image formation:
the particular mapping function appropriate for the shroud image could be
expected to depend on many accidental circumstances attendant at image
formation.

Figure 2. Negative photograph of
the face of the shroud image.

Figure 3. Negative photograph of a rubbing image
done by Joe Nickell using iron oxide as the pigment.
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It is clear that STURP’s conclusion is unwarranted at this time. First,
the number of variations of the rubbing technique are enormous—who could
say that one of the many could not pass STURP’s procrustean “3-D test”?
Second, Nickell has by now improved his technique. He has a larger, frontalaspect bas-relief that gives rubbings bearing a distinct, but not perfect, visual
resemblance to the face of the shroud image—see the comparison in Figures 2
and 3 between a negative of the shroud image and one of Nickell’s images.
Who could say that a few more trials, with appropriate changes in succession,
might not result in an image closely simulating the shroud image in
appearance and in local consistency of tonal gradations?
A Pathological Case?
Several pathologists of obviously strong convictions have long claimed
that the shroud image accurately depicts anatomical details along with the
wounds described in the Gospels. More recently, a pathologist associated with
STURP who is a member of the Executive Council of the Holy Shroud Guild
has claimed that no artist could have known enough about the pathology of
crucifixion to have forged the image. This pathologist, Robert Bucklin, claims
(along with several others) that the medical details of the “bloodflows” are too
perfect to have been forged. Also, in the afterword to Verdict on the Shroud
[9], Bucklin states that “there is support for the resurrection in the things we
see on the Shroud of Turin.”
All of these claims have recently been challenged [11] by an outside
pathologist, Michael Baden, deputy chief medical examiner of New York for
Queens County. Baden claims that nearly all of Bucklin’s assertions
concerning anatomical and pathological features of the shroud image and
“bloodflows” are either dubious or incorrect, and on the basis of the image
characteristics themselves it is very probable that the shroud never contained a
corpse.
What Is the Image Composed Of?
So far we have considered only the macroscopic aspects of the shroud.
Now we turn to the issues of microscopic and chemical constitution. Surely,
one might hope, the central issue of authenticity versus forgery should be
settled here if anywhere.
The details of the many microscopic and analytical tests performed by
STURP cannot be given here—see [4] and [12]. In brief, STURP finds no
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foreign organic substance on the image fibrils. Its unanimous conclusion is
that the straw-yellow color of the image fibrils was probably caused by
dehydration of the cellulose. With respect to inorganics, STURP’s x-ray
fluorescence tests find an appreciable amount of calcium as well as detectable
iron rather evenly distributed across image and clear area boundaries.
Blood on the Shroud?
In the “bloodstain” areas, STURP finds much more iron and appreciable
protein, but no sodium or potassium. (All of these are present in actual blood.)
Also found is intense Soret spectral absorption [13], indicating the presence of
a porphyrinic material. Other tests also suggest that porphyrins are present.
(The presence of porphyrins does not necessarily imply blood—many kinds of
porphyrins are present in common plant and animal substances.) From these
tests and other, less definitive ones, STURP concludes (apparently
unanimously) that the shroud” blood” areas are indeed blood. It also states that
there is nothing to suggest that anything other than blood is present in these
“blood” areas.
My opinion is that, while real blood could well be present, STURP has
not established that it is. More important, it has no case at all for asserting that
the “bloodstains” are entirely blood. As an illustration, the reflectance
spectrum of Fe2O3 on linen [8] fairly closely parallels that of the shroud
“bloodstains.” From these curves, I roughly estimate that as much as 50
percent of the bloodstain color could be due to Fe2O3. Some such adulteration
is strongly suggested by the fact that the “bloodstain” areas appear much too
red to be just blood—old blood is always brown or black. STURP cannot
refute the contention that an appreciable fraction of the “bloodstains” could be
due to an artist’s pigment composed of iron oxide. Further support for this
contention comes from the picturelike appearance of the “bloodstains”; this
would seem impossible if blood on a corpse dried in contact with the linen and
this was later pulled free.
Of course the putative artist would be likely to use some real blood in
producing the “bloodstains” anyway, and so the presence of blood is not of
great importance in deciding authenticity. What is of crucial importance is
whether the “bloodstains” are at least partly composed of some pigment
foreign to blood. There is strong evidence for this, as we shall see.
How Was the Image Formed?
There are only three classes of possibilities for the image formation: by
human artifice, through natural processes transferring the image to the linen
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from a real crucified corpse, or by supernatural means. Of the third, not much
can be said, because then all scientific discussion and all rational discourse
must perforce cease.
But a lot can be said about natural processes. In terse summary, they can
be ruled out definitively by the quality and beauty of the shroud image.
However, since natural processes involving contact transfer and vapor
transport have long been discussed as possible mechanisms, we should really
lay them to rest here. In this, STURP would concur wholeheartedly.
Both contact-transfer and vapor-transport mechanisms are ruled out by
the observed superficiality and lack of saturation at supposed points of contact
with the corpse. Also, the image-forming process must be
pressure-independent, for the maximum image darkness is the same for the
dorsal image (supposedly with a body lying on it) as for the ventral. Contact
transfer cannot explain image formation in the many places (like eye sockets)
where the linen would not be expected to touch, and tonal gradations would be
quite limited in any case. And then there is an inescapable fact of geometry:
Even if the cloth were to be somehow closely molded to a full-relief (body or
statue) for contact transfer to take place, then when it was taken off and
flattened out the image would be grossly distorted. The fatal flaw of vapor
transport is the undeniable fact that gross blurring necessarily results from a
diffusive process acting across a distance.
Artistic processes are quite another matter, however. While some can be
ruled out, others cannot be—quite contrary to all STURP press releases, the
recent Harper’s article [4], and all books on the subject. That the shroud
image was not painted in any ordinary sense of the term is by now beyond
dispute. But what about “cunningly painted”? Scorching from a full-relief,
whether by contact or by radiation transport, can be ruled out for many
reasons, including those given in the paragraph above. Very light scorching
from a moderately hot bas-relief cannot be ruled out with certainty, but it runs
into serious trouble with image superficiality as well as scorch fluorescence.
In its favor is the fact that low-temperature scorches do result in dehydrated
cellulose.
But there are also other methods of dehydrating cellulose, and these can
be employed in a hypothetical hypothesis of human artifice, as we shall see,
which STURP cannot refute at this time. Yellowing of linen due to cellulose
dehydration can be caused by a large variety of common substances [8],
perhaps nearly anything, in contact with linen. With the passage of time,
exposure to sunlight, or elevated temperatures such as those due to gentle
baking, substances from body oils to lemon juice are observed [8] to produce
accelerated dehydration of cellulose fibrils. In order to obtain an image due
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solely to dehydrated cellulose, the medium would have to be applied very
sparingly so that it would either be consumed in the reaction or would
disappear (over time or temperature) by evaporation or sublimation. To limit
the image coloration to superficial depths, the medium would have to be
applied in the form of a dry powder or a semi-solid cake. Also, the possibility
that the shroud was washed at some time after the image became fixed cannot
be ruled out and is another possible mode of medium disappearance.
The only technique of medium application that appears probable at this
time is the rubbing technique of Joe Nickell, discussed earlier. On October 2,
1980, I sent a Los Alamos STURP member a brief note proposing a simple
rubbing scenario. STURP has not yet refuted it. All that would be necessary,
at least in principle, to form the shroud image is to postulate that the rubbing
was done using a semi-solid, presumably colored (so the artist could see what
he was doing) medium that, over the six centuries or in the 1532 fire, has
virtually disappeared, leaving behind only cellulose fibrils discolored by
dehydration.
Until they have ruled out this and similar hypotheses, STURP members
have no justification whatsoever for stating, as has been reported in the media
for years, that their conclusion is that none of the forgery hypotheses is
tenable. Lately, they’ve been calling the mechanism of image formation “a
mystery”. This is somewhat misleading; it implies that there is no viable
hypothesis at this time. The one given above is not yet established
experimentally, but it does deserve to be taken seriously. In private, several of
the Los Alamos members will admit that they have not really ruled out human
artifice. Nationwide, at least, most members still seem to regard the
dehydrated-cellulose image as a probable low-temperature scorch, and the
image as having been somehow “projected” across space onto the cloth. This
is, of course, the old radiation-scorch hypothesis in thin semantic disguise.
The main difference between 1977 and the present is that much more is
known now, and STURP members are more puzzled and much less certain.
Also, and this cannot be overemphasized, STURP nowadays is hardly
monolithic—it is really an assembly of individuals holding rather diverse
opinions.
However, ex-STURP members Stevenson and Habermas in their recent
book [9] regard the radiation-scorch hypothesis as proved and as God’s
belated gift to believers. They fully realize that it clearly implies supernatural
intervention. Their book is replete with one or more significant
misunderstandings and misrepresentations—both subtle and gross—on almost
every page. STURP as a whole is quite unhappy with the representation of the
book as a publication of STURP results.
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Enter Walter McCrone
I have purposely saved a discussion of Walter McCrone’s contributions
until last. Since STURP unanimously rejects McCrone’s interpretations and
conclusions, I wanted to demonstrate first that even without McCrone’s results
one can make a good case for human artifice.
But who is Walter McCrone? He is certainly the best-known forensic
microanalyst in the world and is widely regarded also to be the best in his
field. He runs the McCrone Research Institute in Chicago, which performs
microscopic and ultramicroscopic tests of all kinds using a panoply of
sophisticated instruments in addition to optical microscopes. He is best known
for having produced the definitive work [14], in five volumes, on microscopic
particle identification and assay techniques, as well as for showing in 1974
that the formerly celebrated “priceless” Vinland Map of Yale University
(supposedly a pre-Columbian map of the American east coast) is actually a
modern forgery on ancient parchment.
During the 1978 tests on the shroud, STURP used an especially pure
sticky tape to lift samples from the shroud surface for later analysis. Thirtythree tape samples were obtained at carefully measured locations in different
regions on the shroud. STURP gave McCrone, who was still a member at the
time, thirty-two of the tape samples for analysis. A “blind” study [15] was
conducted to separate the tapes by microscopic observations into two groups:
those with apparent pigment particles on the fibrils, and those without. None
of the ten samples from clear (no image, water stain, or “bloodstain”) areas
showed pigment particles; nineteen from image and “bloodstain” areas
showed significant amounts of pigment. Of the nine tapes from image areas,
three did not exhibit significant pigment, but these were from areas with a
very weak image. McCrone subsequently identified the particles as micronsize hydrous and anhydrous iron oxide. These particles are mostly well
dispersed and coat the individual fibrils in both the image and the “bloodstain”
areas, with the latter having a much greater particle density. Also found, in the
“bloodstain” areas predominantly, are large numbers of red clumps or
aggregates of about 10- to 25-micron size; these contribute appreciably to the
reddish color of the “bloodstains.”
Since he finds practically no iron oxide in the clear areas, and since
artists’ pigments containing iron oxide (red ochre or hematite) were widely
used in the Middle Ages as well as much earlier, McCrone suggests that iron
earth pigment was intentionally applied by hand to form the image. STURP
admits that there are some iron oxide particles on the image fibrils but claims
they are of insufficient number (actually, areal density) to contribute
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appreciably to the visual image coloration. STURP backs this up with optical
reflectance spectra [8] of the shroud image areas and claims that the spectrum
of Fe2O3 is much too red for iron oxide to be a significant factor in the overall
image color. McCrone counters that the color of iron oxide particles varies
from yellow to red depending on the state of hydration and that most of the
particles on the image fibrils are yellow. After reviewing the evidence on both
sides, I tentatively conclude that ferric oxide contributes less than about 10
percent to the overall image intensity; but more experiments should be done.
My thinking is that, while the issue of visibility is important, it falls
short of being crucial. What is crucial is whether McCrone is right in claiming
that iron oxide particles are found only in the image and “bloodstain” areas
and almost never in the clear areas. Because no conceivable natural process of
iron oxide particle formation could so discriminate between image and clear
areas, a reliable finding of iron oxide—even in macroscopically invisible
quantities—only in the nonclear areas would be tantamount to proof that
human artifice was involved in producing the image. One possible scenario
would be that the image was formed originally by iron oxide pigment
dispersed in some semi-solid matrix in sufficient concentration to produce
deeper image coloration than now exists. Subsequently, over six centuries of
exhibitions and handling (very much more frequent in the early centuries than
the later) the larger particles were sloughed off, leaving a faint image colored
mainly by dehydrated cellulose fibrils coated sparingly by micron-size iron
oxide particles. (Micron-size particles are known to adhere tenaciously to any
fabric.)
The red particle aggregates I mentioned are quite numerous in the
“bloodstain” areas, where they contribute to the redness of the visual image.
At about 30-power magnification in STURP photographs [3], they appear as
numerous red specks among the threads. McCrone analyzed [15] eleven of
these red specks using scanning electron microscopy, electron microprobe
analysis, electron diffractometry, x-ray diffractometry, and energy-dispersive
x-ray analysis, as well as optical microanalysis. He finds the specks to be
agglomerates of particles containing mainly calcium and iron with frequent
large quantities of mercury.
Maps of the iron distribution within the individual agglomerates usually
correlate well with the observed distribution of red color, but in some cases
the brightest color correlates best with separate-but-identical distribution maps
of mercury and sulfur. The presence of significant amounts of HgS, a pigment
called vermilion, has been demonstrated unequivocally in six of the eleven
agglomerates. One agglomerate even contained enough mercury to form a tiny
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“mirror” when reduced onto a microscopic copper sliver in a well-known test
for mercury.
Vermilion is also an artist’s red pigment used widely in the Middle
Ages and earlier. Because vermilion cannot come from blood or any other
body substance, its presence in a “bloodstain” area strongly indicates that the
“bloodstains” have been produced, at least in part, by an artist. A crucial issue
here is how representative of the speck population is McCrone’s sample of
eleven? More work needs to be done on this.
Epilogue
So modern experimental science in its full-bore, megabuck aspect has
now been used to confront the most venerated relic in Christendom, and the
outcome is still far more tentative and debatable than most observers expected.
That the Shroud of Turin is not a painting in the standard sense has been
demonstrated unequivocally; that it was not produced by unaided natural
processes is virtually certain. All that now remains is to decide between
human involvement in “cunningly painting” it and its provenance through
means totally unknown and unimaginable to science—and therefore possibly
supernatural. Needless to say, the issue at stake here is one of epochal
potential implication.
Because modern science has never had to introduce a supernatural
hypothesis (whatever that might mean, since scientific method is absolutely
and essentially based on naturalistic explanations) scientific investigators
eschew any paranormal or supernatural explanation—even for something that
has long been venerated as the actual image of Jesus Christ. In their recent
public statements, STURP members do avoid directly mentioning a
supernatural explanation. However, in newspapers, and particularly in books,
as well as in the recent Harper’s article, the supernatural is often directly
suggested, or is, at least, logically implied by ruling out human involvement.
But what is a skeptical inquirer to make of all this? He will naturally try
to formulate a human-artifice hypothesis consistent with the known principles
of art and science and also consistent with the observations of STURP,
McCrone, and Nickell. Such a hypothesis has been discussed in the previous
section, but in a rather disjointed manner. To recapitulate briefly here: First,
the image-forming method will probably have to be based on some kind of
imprinting technique to impart photonegativity automatically—most likely
rubbing, à la Nickell. Second, the rubbing medium must be dry or semi-solid
(to limit image depth), must contain a coloring pigment (probably an iron
earth), and must largely disappear (being nonproteinaceous would help,
relative to STURP’s tests) by reaction with cellulose over time and
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temperature, or perhaps by evaporation, leaving finally only dehydrated
cellulose fibrils coated sparsely with iron oxide particles.
It appears certain that STURP cannot rule out this hypothesis, or similar
ones, at this time. Why then do recent press releases and publications (such as
the Harper’s article, which obviously enjoyed STURP’s blessing) state that
human artifice has been eliminated as a possible image-forming method? First
is the fact that the media do frequently distort statements to serve their needs.
Media writers are insatiably hungry for important and unusual stories—
particularly those with the air of a “breakthrough,” as well as those involving
religion or the paranormal. Just a whiff of a hint that the shroud could be
authentic is sufficient to fulfill these conditions. Second is the obvious fact
that STURP itself is far from blameless in this matter. Scientists, like all
human beings, desire to make a difference in the world by working on
something of considerable (if not epochal) importance. Concluding that the
shroud is the work of an artist would dash the hope of changing the prevalent
scientific world-view. Also, the strong religious inclinations of nearly all of
the STURP membership doubtless play a role here.
With its radiation-scorch hypothesis of 1977, STURP released a potent
and willful genie that now refuses to get back into the bottle on command.
Some STURP members admit in private that they regret the matter was
handled the way it was. With the benefit of hindsight, what was their main
mistake? It was, in part at least, neglecting to include card-carrying
“skepticians”in their working group. Thoroughgoing, scientific skeptics would
certainly have been a great help in keeping that genie bottled up. Of course it
is easy to criticize now. In reality, very few skeptical scientists would have
been willing, even if invited, to sacrifice years of family and vacation time for
the dubious reward of (in their opinion) finally finding the obvious—an
obvious devoid of much real scientific interest. Hence a kind of selection
process among the STURP investigators was inevitable, for this and other
reasons.
What then of the future? Foremost is the need to date the shroud cloth
by radiocarbon methods. This could now be done with independent
replications using a total amount of cloth no larger than a fingernail, and with
an accuracy of about ±100 years. Any replicated date more recent than about
A.D. 300 would establish that it is not the burial cloth of Christ. However,
since an artist might well have bothered to obtain ancient linen, a date of even
A.D. 30 ± 100 could not rule out forgery. Hence, the church hierarchy has
little incentive, and considerable disincentive (unless its faith in the shroud is
very strong), to permit radiocarbon dating. To the credit of STURP, it has
made several concerted attempts to persuade Turin and the Vatican to permit
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radiocarbon dating; one of these was turned down by the Vatican nearly two
years ago, and a new attempt is being made now. STURP points out that there
is enough charred shroud linen hanging loose under the burn patches for
several hundred dating tests, so the church’s argument against destroying
shroud cloth is weak indeed. Ideally, of course, the shroud investigation
should have started with radiocarbon dating, which might then have saved an
enormous number of man-years—both within and without STURP.
Another point that really needs to be settled is the serious disagreement
between McCrone and STURP over what is or is not on the cloth. Replication,
the tedious and costly price that science pays for objectivity, is probably the
key to resolving this controversy. In the many areas of disagreement, the
procedures of McCrone and STURP should be repeated (adding random
sampling and extension to larger shroud areas) at a suitable independent
laboratory, ideally under the close scrutiny of both McCrone and a STURP
representative. It would indeed be surprising if this didn’t settle the
controversy once and for all.
Finally, the hypothesis I have presented, that the dehydrated-cellulose
image was formed by use of a rubbing method, should be subjected to serious
and careful testing. Iterative trials should be made to try to simulate the shroud
image both macroscopically and microscopically. What is required is a bona
fide commitment to trying to show how an artist might have forged it.
This could involve rubbing using a bas-relief (perhaps to start with, the
one used by Joe Nickell in producing Figure 3) and a medium similar to the
one I have discussed. Aging and the 1532 fire would be simulated by lowtemperature oven-baking [8]. After-baking treatment might include washing to
try to remove the last trace of rubbing medium from the cloth. The handling
and folding/unfolding of the early centuries could perhaps be roughly
simulated to determine the degree of iron oxide sloughing and transfer.
This is a serious challenge. STURP, having the resources and expertise
required, should be eager to accept it.
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